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Where We Can Help You
>





	

Achieve Operational Excellence


	

Optimize Your Support Services


	

Plan, Manage and Monitor all Matters More Efficiently


	

Access Your Financial Data in Real-time


	

Simplify Document Creation and Formatting


	

Enable Agile and Remote Working


	

Reduce Transcription Costs and Efforts


	

Prepare the Perfect Pitch












Tailored solutions that boost profitability and deliver operational excellence.

Your journey to operational excellence starts with BigHand. Starting with consultation, we'll tailor a configurable solution that addresses your unique business challenges, from matter pricing and lack of business intelligence, to poor visibility over your team's workflows, helping you become more efficient and profitable.


Our solutions that help








Monitor, analyse and improve your internal processes.

From task delegation to team tracking, boost your teams’ efficiency, enhance your workflows, and empower your workforce to work faster and more flexibly.


Our solutions that help








Plan, manage and monitor all matters more efficiently.

Analyze your business performance and give your teams access to better information, enabling quick and easy budget creation, tracking and pricing for profit.


Our solutions that help








Make more informed decisions with better business intelligence.

Get a true view of your firm's finances at all levels including profitability, inventory and aged debt. Eliminate guesswork and poor financial matter planning, simplify complex data, and improve your teams’ productivity without the worry of analytical bottlenecks.


Our solutions that help








Streamline your processes to focus on your core business objectives.

Streamline your processes to focus on your core business objectives Improve document compliance and consistency, protect your organization from metadata risk, and maintain professionalism at all times.


Our solutions that help








Empower your teams to work anywhere, any time.

Mobile-optimized solutions help your teams to stay productive, allocate, send and track tasks on the move, wherever they are.


Our solutions that help








Save time by digitizing analog processes.

Improve productivity at all levels with simple, straightforward dictation and speech recognition solutions, designed for desktop, mobile and tablet.


Our solutions that help








The smart way to win new business.

Access the information you need to present your firm’s unique value in every pitch you make. 


Our solutions that help















	

Our Solutions
>






People Productivity




	

Workflow Management


	

Resource Management


	

Digital Dictation and Speech Recognition


	

Impact Analytics














Financial Productivity




	

Business Intelligence - powered by Iridium


	

Matter Pricing


	

SmartTime


	

Budgeting and Forecasting


	

Partner Performance


	

PrebillManager


	

AlertManager














Document Productivity




	

Document Creation


	

Metadata Management


	

Email Recipient Checking


	

Content Redaction


	

Document Formatting & Styling


	

Document Stamping














Business Productivity




	

Pitching and Proposals


















Task delegation, workflow and reporting tools.

Harness the power of configurable digital workflows to stay productive even on the go, gain insight into your support teams, and make informed business decisions.


Read More



View Resources








Create a system that works for your team.

Resource management tools to support the three core areas of your organisation: your people, your clients and your productivity.


Read More



View Resources








Save hundreds of valuable hours with digital dictation and speech recognition.

Harness the power of voice, the fastest way to communicate, to streamline processes, and empower your teams to work quickly, efficiently and accurately.


Read More








Solving problems that matter. 

Combining strategic advice and change management expertise with AI-enabled data analytics to transform legal billing data into DEI success.


Learn more



View Resources








Financial excellence through first-class business intelligence.

Get to grips with your financial data in real-time, empower your teams to work smarter, and effect real business change at all levels.


Read more



View Resources








A powerful insight into your margins, pricing and profitability.

Price better, plan faster and profit more, by tracking matter budgets in real time, and pricing transactions before you’ve even made them.


Read more



View Resources








Timekeeping made easy with automated time capture and entry.

Timekeepers can finalize accurate AI-generated timesheets in minutes, not hours.


Learn more



View Resources








Transform annual law firm budgeting and forecasting. 

Turn budgeting and forecasting into a business tool, not an administrative burden.


Learn more



View Resources








Make partner review and compensation easier.

Simplify partner performance reviews and compensation in this centralized portal.


Learn more



View Resources








Make the prebill process easier and faster.

Modernize your prebill process with our prebill editing tool for attorneys and legal billing departments.


Learn more



View Resources








Send actionable insights and system alerts across your firm.

Configure alerts and notifications from your various systems with BigHand AlertManager.


Learn more



View Resources








Become more efficient with enhanced document creation.

With an advanced template management system, teams can create highly professional, fully-compliant branded templates at the touch of a button.


Read More



View Resources








Protect your organization from metadata risk at the click of a button.

Don’t send sensitive information into the wrong hands. Our powerful solution empowers your teams to cleanse documents easily.


Read more



View Resources








Protect yourself from accidental disclosure.

Email Recipient Checking helps prevent embarrassing email mistakes. Warnings for reply-to-all, BCC, emails outside your organization and more.


Learn more








Make the redact process easier and safer.

Permanently delete data and sensitive information with this digital redact tool.


Learn more








Empower users to create the perfect document to represent your firm with formatting and styling.

With better visibility into the firm’s style guides and schemes, your team will be armed with everything they need to provide a consistent approach to document styling


Read More








Save time on document auditing and ensure your documents are compliant.

Our solution enables you to create consistency across all your documentation.


Read More








Prepare stronger pitches that win new business.

Enable business development and marketing teams to quickly build brand-compliant tenders and pitch documentation that give you an edge in today’s increasingly competitive market.


Read More



View Resources
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>






Resources




	

News


	

Reports and Guides


	

Client Success


	

Videos


	

Blog


	

Podcasts


	

Infographics


	

Collateral


	

All Resources














Events and Webinars




	

Events


	

Webinars


















BigHand news, thought leadership and press

Stay up to date on all that's happening with BigHand - Read our latest releases and articles here.


News








Whitepapers, market reports and guides

See our market leading industry reports and whitepapers here.


Reports and Guides








See our solutions in action

Hear from our clients across the legal, property, finance and healthcare sectors.


Client Success








Watch the latest from BigHand

View product overviews and demos, client testimonials and more.


Videos








Blog and Articles

Blogs, articles, thought leadership from BigHand and our partners.


Blog








Podcasts

Hear the BigHand experts and our industry partners share their insights on law firm profitability and productivity.


Read More








Imagery, charts and visuals

Check out infographics on our solutions and their benefits.


Infographics








BigHand product collateral

Review and download product datasheets here. See technical details on all our solutions here.


Collateral








All Resources

Browse and search our resources, including case studies, whitepapers, news, blogs, product videos, webinars, collateral and infographics. 


All Resources








Upcoming events

Connect with the BigHand team at these upcoming events.


Events








Upcoming webinars

Check out BigHand's upcoming webinars, including product demos, thought leadership, client training sessions, and case study webinars.


Webinars















	

Company
>






Our People




	

About us


	

Our Clients


	

Careers


	

Sectors


	

Support and Services














Our Products




	

Pricing and Packaging


	

Solution Finder Tool


	

Request a Demo


















BigHand’s staff are committed to Making Big Happen

From sales, to project management, client support, and everything in between, the BigHanders are all experts in their own field and are dedicated to empowering our clients.


Read More








BigHand’s Clients around the world

View a selection of our clients who benefit from our technology solutions every day.


Read More









Read More








BigHand supports its clients across numerous sectors

Find out how BigHand can support businesses in legal, healthcare, property and finance sectors.


Read More








 Outstanding customer support that you can rely on.

Our customers trust us to deliver what we say we will, with ongoing services and support that set us apart.


Read more








Pricing and packaging

Learn more about our product features and packages here.


Pricing








Find your ideal solution/product

Our ‘Help Me Choose' tool will let you know the most suitable product to boost productivity for your business.


Help me choose








Want to learn more about our market-leading solutions? Contact us for a demo.


Get Demo

















	

Contact Us


	
Support















BigHand Business Intelligence is now powered by Iridium!










Business Intelligence
Legal BI software with role-based reporting and dashboards







Overview

BigHand Business Intelligence - powered by Iridium is an advanced financial BI solution for law firms with role-based reporting that delivers the right financial data to the right person via intuitive dashboards. The flexible data warehouse replaces manual reporting with data visibility from firm level to individual clients and matters. Self-service analytics provide controlled access to relevant metrics in any visualization tool of choice. The solution empowers users to improve cash flow and profitability with immediate financial insight.





The Big Benefits


	Surface key financial & operational metrics from your various business systems 
	View data as a single source of truth for the law firm’s performance and profitability  
	Empower users to get the answers they need in an instant 
	Provide actionable data to those who need it 
	Enable no-code ad hoc reporting for firms with limited resources














Schedule a demo or discovery call to learn more:

Get Demo














Law firms just like yours are benefiting from BigHand Business Intelligence










































See BigHand Business Intelligence in action








Play video





See BigHand Business Intelligence in action

See how BigHand Business Intelligence empowers users by delivering the right financial data to the right person in browser-based, self-served dashboards.




 









Watch Video














How can BigHand Business Intelligence help me?

Choose a department to see the benefits:










Firm Management




Make informed decisions backed by data.  Gain instant access to financial data from firm-wide to matter partner, client partner and practice group. From the value of billable time and fees billed / collected, to the exposure of your aged work-in-progress and debtors. 








Finance Teams




Spend less time creating reports, and more time informing strategy. Get instant access to KPIs like Fees, Time, Collections and Profitability, that can be drilled into right down to individual matter invoices, so you can dedicate more time to building commercial awareness in your firm.








Operations Teams




Access key financial data in real-time to make informed business decisions to drive firm-wide improvements that future proof your law firm and improve client relationships.











IT Teams




Drive business strategy by providing ‘one version of the truth’ data. Leverage the vast amount of information stored in your business systems with seamless integration to your legal PMS and other reporting systems.








Lawyers




Give your lawyers the ability to do their own financial analysis with controlled access to relevant data. Key client and matter-based data points provide targeted insight into the overall client relationship.















Key Features







Customizable Dashboards and Reports


Fully automated reporting on financial performance of the law firm, right down to the individual level. Drill down into financial KPIs like fees, time, collections and profitability and GL.






Modules and Warehouse Data Storage


Provides both traditional data storage and more advanced analytical capabilities. 






Advanced Modules


Choose from independent modules: Profit, GL, Expense, Revenue.






Practice Management Plug and Play


Pre-built connectors allow for standard and rapid deployment against law firm financial systems.






Role-Based Views / Access


Firm, Partner, Practice Group, Individual views and more provide key information relevant to the user’s role. Build a culture of commercial awareness by showing users exactly what they need to see, and no more.






Intuitive Interface


No proprietary code allows the firm to leverage existing Microsoft technical expertise. Easy to use with minimal training requirements and backed by 24 hour support.






Self-Service Analytics


View in any visualization tool of choice, including PowerBI.












Profit Module





	Overview 
	Features 
	Benefits 
	Dimensions 
	Profit Measures













Overview 















We consider the Profit module to be the “crown jewel” of our complete BI suite for law firms. It is tightly integrated with the other modules, giving firms a complete view of profitability as part of the overall firm performance.


Datasheet


















Features 



	Complete profitability analysis and reporting solution for law firms
	Features the most powerful and flexible profitability/allocation engine ever offered for law firms
	Ability to tie collections back the associated work and costs in previous periods (“matching”)
	Three forward-looking projected profitability scenarios: Optimistic, Pessimistic, and Expected
	Full support for both cash and accrual-based profitability analysis
	Each implementation is fully customized based on your firm’s business practices and requirements
	The vast majority of queries render in one second or less, and dashboards that contain numerous queries render in four seconds or less on average
	Fast queries and fast dashboards


















Benefits 



	Profitability reporting and analysis becomes part of your monthly reporting cycle
	Power users are provided with a complete toolset to support ad-hoc profitability analysis
	Partners and firm-managers can improve performance by monitoring their book of business with role-based profitability dashboards
	Specifically built to handle your toughest “expectations to the rules”


















Dimensions 


Over 20 dimensions are offered for slicing the measures, including:

	Profit Scenario
	Year/Period (including MTD, QTD, YTD, and R12)
	Officer, Department, Team, and Total Firm
	Client/Matter, Parent-Client
	Working Attorney
	Title/Personnel Type
	Client/Matter Responsible Attorney
	Participating Attorney/Participating Category
	Work Type, Work Status, and more!


















Profit Measures


A measure is a value stored in the cube. The Iridium BI Profit cube contains over 100 measures, including:

	Revenue, Cost, Profit (supporting multiple scenarios)
	Revenue Rate, Cost Rate, Profit Rate
	Direct and Indirect Costs
	Collections, Write-offs, Write-downs, etc.
	Gross Margin
	Gross Margin %
	Leverage
	Hours for AFA Scenarios
	Billing and Collection Speed
	GL Data for Cost Analysis
	HR Data for Title Assignment, FTE Values Analysis, and more!






















GL Module





	Overview 
	Features 
	Benefits 
	Dimensions 
	GL Measures













Overview 















The GL module provides a robust foundation for our complete BI solution to analyze and report on general ledger data. The entire set of GL data is available, including drill-through to journal entries. The GL module is tightly integrated with the other BI modules, providing users with a comfortable and familiar analysis experience.


Datasheet


















Features 



	Complete GL analysis and reporting solution for law firms
	Complete set of role-based financial dashboards, providing analysis by Executive (Total Firm), Department Head, Office Manager, and Team Leader
	Dashboards include financial reports such as Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and Trial Balance
	A robust cube with 50+ measures to support ad-hoc analysis on firm GL data and financial performance
	Report by cash and accrual with multi-currency support
	The vast majority of queries render in one second or less, and dashboards that contain numerous queries render in four seconds or less on average
	Full support for project-based GL analysis


















Benefits 



	Role-based dashboards drive improved performance across business units. Firm unit managers and executives are fully informed on business unit performance and profitability
	Budget variance analysis supports firm cost control initiatives
	Power users are provided with a complete toolset to support ad-hoc analysis of firm financial data
	Fully configurable to match your firm’s GL account structure and hierarchy


















Dimensions 


More than ten dimensions are offered for slicing the measures, including:

	Account
	Balance Sheet
	Currency
	Office, Department, Team, and Total Firm
	Office Group, Department Group
	Project
	Income Statement
	Scenario, and more!


















GL Measures



A measure is a value that is stored in the cube. The Iridium BI GL cube contains over 50 measures, enabling analysis of:

Revenue & Expense

	Revenue and Expense
	Direct Expense
	Overhead Expense
	Assets, Liabilities, and Equity


Profit

	Gross Profit
	Gross Profit Margin %
	Profit
	Profit Margin %
	Opening Balance, Closing Balance


Budget

	Budget
	Budget Annual
	Budget Variance
	Budget Variance %
	Budget Forecast
	Budget Projection, and more!






















Expense Module





	Overview 
	Features 
	Benefits 
	Dimensions 
	Expense Measures













Overview 



	Ability to monitor vendor expenses and identify trends where vendor expenses are either increasing or decreasing
	Reporting and analysis of AP by vendor, including aging buckets. Breakdown of vendor expense is also available by Invoice
	Vendor expense can be viewed based on business units: Total Firm, Office, Department or Team
	Fast queries and fast dashboards - the vast majority of queries render in one second, and dashboards that contain multiple queries render in four seconds or less
	Ability to classify vendors by Vendor Type for analysis and reporting












The Iridium BI Expense module allows firms to track and analyze their vendors spend, a critical component to support your firm’s expense control initiatives.


Datasheet


















Features 



	Complete expense analysis and reporting solution for law firms
	The expense data is sourced from the AP sub-ledger, providing users with a vendor-centric view of the expense data
	Complete set of Expense dashboards
	Robust security only allows approved personnel to monitor and analyze expense data
	Multi-currency support


















Benefits 



	Quickly identify vendors with increasing costs
	Tightly monitor and report on AP by Vendor, a critical component of cash flow analysis
	Power users are enabled for ad-hoc analysis of vendor expense and payables


















Dimensions 


Over 15 dimensions are offered for slicing the measures, including:

	Office, Department, Team and Total Firm
	Invoice
	Vendor
	Invoice Date
	AP Aging Buckets
	Payment
	Year/Period (including MTD, QTD, YTD, and R12)
	Currency, Exchange Date
	Transaction Type, and more!


















Expense Measures


A measure is valued that stored in the cube. The Iridium BI Expense cube contains over 15 measures, including:

	Expense Invoices
	Average Daily Expense Invoiced
	Expense Paid/Discount Paid
	Expense Payment Speed
	AP Amount
	AP Days
	Expense Payment Realization %
	Exchange Rate, and more!






















Revenue Module





	Overview 
	Features 
	Benefits 
	Dimensions 
	Revenue Measures













Overview 















The BI Revenue module provides clear insights into your firm’s financials, providing lawyer friendly dashboards to everyone within the firm. The module supplies over 300 measures including billable hours, billable value, bills, collections, disbursements, and WIP/AR. 


Datasheet


















Features 



	Complete performance analysis and reporting solution for law firms
	Complete set of role-based dashboards, providing analysis by Working Personnel, Responsible Partner (multiple roles), Department Head, Officer Manager, Team Leader, etc
	A robust cube with 300+ measures to support ad-hoc analysis on all aspects of firm performance
	The vast majority of queries render in one second or less, and dashboards that contain numerous queries render in four seconds or less on average


















Benefits 



	Role-based dashboards drive improved individual and firm performance
	Attorneys are fully informed on their key KPIs
	Partners and firm managers can improve performance by monitoring their work with role-based dashboards
	Power users are provided with a complete toolset to support ad-hoc analysis


















Dimensions 


Over 30 dimensions are offered for slicing the measures, including:

	Office, Department, Team, and Total Firm
	Client/Matter, Parent-Client
	Working Attorney
	Title/Personnel Type
	Client/Matter Responsible Attorney
	Participating Attorney/Participating Category
	Work Type, Work Status
	Year/Period (including MTD, QTD, YTD, and R12)
	Bill, Bill Date, Receipt, Payer
	Disb Entry, Disb Type
	Currency, Exchange Date
	Age Bucket
	Time Entry, Time Type
	Transaction Type, Tax Type
	Full Support for Multiple Calendars (Fiscal Year, Associate Comp, Partner Evaluation, etc.), and more!


















Revenue Measures


A measure is a value stored in the cube. The Iridium BI Revenue cube contains over 300 measures, enabling analysis of:

	Time Worked, Time Relieved
	Revenue Billed, Revenue Collected
	WIP and AR
	Unapplied Revenue
	Premiums & Discounts
	Billing and Collection Speed
	Disb Worked, Disb Relieved
	Exchange Rates
	Participation Credits
	Target
	HR Data Based on Title, Assignments, FTE Values, and more!
























See how law firms have benefited from

BigHand Business Intelligence














Play video










Play video










Play video
































Interested in learning more?

Request an informal 10 minute call with one of our specialists.

Schedule a Call











Interested in BigHand Business Intelligence?
See these resources














AmLaw 100 firm, Foley utilizes BigHand’s legal financial insight solutions to drive matter management and first-class client service




#Legal
#Revenue & Financial Analytics
#Matter Profitability
#Client Success
#North America
#Matter Pricing
#Business Intelligence





Read more














Top 100 law firm drives process improvement with business intelligence switch out




#Legal
#Revenue & Financial Analytics
#Client Success
#UK
#Business Intelligence





Read more














Leading law firm enhances financial reporting with BigHand Business Intelligence




#Legal
#Revenue & Financial Analytics
#Client Success
#North America
#Business Intelligence





Read more













See all Business Intelligence resources



News, Blogs, Client Success, Reports, Guides and much more.

View All Resources









Looking for another of Iridium Technology's legacy products?







Looking for another of Iridium Technology's legacy products?

In 2022 BigHand acquired Iridium Technology, extending BigHand's product lines to include the Iridium BI, Intellistat, Steere, and SmartTime product families. Read the news here, and find all the products linked below.


Iridium Products
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English (APAC)
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